
GET MORE DONE WITH PRIMAFACT
Accomplish more with Primafact’s powerful new document review and e-brief assembly 
tools. Get ready faster with case intelligence, discovery notes and focused chronologies 
anytime you need them. 

N  Binders Made Better Powerful search and filter tools 

and visual content indicators make it easier than ever 

to identify key materials. 

N  Review-Friendly Inboxes Delegate, review & 

annotate documents as they arrive. Early Case 

Assignment lets teams capture key details  

before filing. 

N  Document Discussions Communicate key details, 

ask questions, and receive answers in real-time right 

in your Primafact Inbox to keep files moving forward, 

and preserving key details for team review. 

N  Chronologies & Reports Get up-to-speed faster than 

ever with insightful chronologies and discovery out-

lines that you can assemble on-demand.

N  Annotation Enhancements Our updated Annotation 

Form efficiently captures the details you need to 

assemble chronologies and reports. A wider spectrum 

of annotation colors and customizable labels make it 

easier to annotate your Cases precisely.

N  E-Briefs Made Easier Effortlessly assemble 

court-compliant submissions directly from Primafact, 

complete with highlights, document and web links and 

CaseLines-compatible document auto-naming. 

N  Productivity Tools More robust Case Templates, with 

built-in coding and views, make it easy to implement 

consistent standards across Cases. Use Team Flags 

to tag documents by content type or for team 

workflows. Additional efficiencies help your team get 

more done. 

POWER UP YOUR CASE PREP AT PRIMAFACT.COM/PF6

Introducing Primafact 6

Fresh tools for your  

most productive  

Case Prep ever

Power Up 
Your Case 
Preparation



Primafact 6 has everything you need 

to review documents efficiently, 

capture key information, and assemble 

comprehensive e-briefs for your most 

productive Case Prep ever.

Our Most 
Powerful 
Productivity 
Tools

POWER UP YOUR CASE PREP AT PRIMAFACT.COM/PF6

N	 	Efficient	Review	Starts	with	Document	Inboxes	

and Discussions 

  Primafact’s powerful Inbox tools make it easy to 

centrally manage team review and filing. Assigning 

Cases to documents before filing means you can 

easily group documents by Case for more efficient 

review and annotation right from your Inbox. New 

document discussions let you efficiently instruct 

teams and stay on top of feedback and requests.

N  Instant Discovery Outlines & Chronologies 

  Primafact’s reporting enhancements quickly 

lay bare the strengths, weaknesses and gaps 

in your case. Create discovery outlines and 

medical chronologies on-demand to prepare for 

appearances with less time and effort. Export 

reports to Word and Outlook for memos and 

sharing. If you need a closer look, source materials 

are always one click away.

N  Annotation Enhancements Bring Key Details  

to Light

  Our latest Annotation enhancements offer more visual 

coding tools, including a dedicated favorability button, 

plus a wider spectrum of colors and customizable 

labels, so you can record key details more precisely 

and consistently – and instantly recognize key content 

in your Binder. Dedicated Event Date capture makes 

chronology-building a snap.

N	 	Efficient	E-Briefs	

  Primafact’s powerful new e-brief tools make 

assembling and uploading submissions to 

CaseLines and other portals efficient and hassle-

free. Use our new Bundle Binders to efficiently 

publish tabbed PDF document sets. New links 

connect your reader to cited Primafact pages and 

online citations. Our new portal upload tool makes 

uploading to online portals more efficient than ever.

Intake review 

enhancements 

ensure timely issue 

management — 

and sharp recall 

when preparing for 

discovery, mediation 

and trial.


